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The Runkelsteiner
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Sensual minimalism is alive and well and living 
in northern Italy. That shouldn’t surprise; 
Milan has long been the country’s hub for 
contemporary design and architecture, and the 
region tends to have the financially able clients 
needed for high-quality buildings. Bolzano, in 
the far east of the far north, sometimes feels 
as Swiss or Austrian as Italian, but in this new 
residential block, it displays its cultural heritage 
and aesthetic chops. 

Surrounded by pine trees and stunning 
historical buildings, the site of The Runkelsteiner 
was lovely to begin with, so something special 
was called for. The three-storey cubic block, 
which houses three flats, one to each floor, 
is architect Jacopo Mascheroni’s fresh, crisp 
answer. And the show begins on the elevations. 
Giant recessed terraces brought to razor-thin 
front slab edges and framed in canted, white 
surfaces, make of each of the four facades 
a cubist composition of rectangles and lines. 
Glass fills in virtually everything else, keeping it 
all crystalline and almost didactic in its purity. 
By recessing the enclosure wall to the same 
plane on three principal sides (east, west and 
south) of the building, Mascheroni furthers 
the abstraction of the outward facades. To 
finish it off nicely, he ‘outlines’ each room bay in 
the white frames, so that even single dividing 
walls come together in narrower, side-by-side 
boxes. The reveals in between draw attractive 
shadow lines across the canvas of the building. 
Occasionally, sets of white aluminium vertical 
struts screen portions of the terraces against 
sunlight and unwelcome eyes. Clear-glass 
balcony parapets disappear to let the terrace 
voids reduce themselves to diagrammatic 
legibility. On bright days, shadows make these 
recessed spaces even more dramatic loggias 
for human habitation. 

The interiors are elaborations of what the 
exteriors portend: capacious environments 
of open space flowing through the plans, 
reduced detailing, concealed storage and 
services, bright daylight and, of course, mod 
Italian furnishings. It’s neither pretentious 
nor disappointing. JM Architecture knows 
its business, and when to hold back. The 
apartments feel almost like treehouses, so 
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encompassing are the immediate views out from the glass walls. The 
unusually deep terraces off most of the rooms are outdoor rooms 
demanding occupation. These extend living, kitchen and bedrooms right 
out into the tree branches, and rupture the typically introverted nature of 
traditional Italian residential palazzi. 

The Runkelsteiner is a statement of its time, bold and unequivocal. But it 
is less a challenge to older architectural habits than simply an updating of 
them. What on earth does it have in common with the historical buildings 
it rests amid? Well, naturally, the one thing that connects so much in 
Italy…  sheer beauty.




